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Abstract
Intermittent-Contact Atomic Force Microscopy with phase detection imaging reveals a nanostructure within the
tablet (Pinctada maxima). A continuous organic framework divides each tablet into nanograins. Their mean
extension is 45nm. Transmission electron microscopy performed in the darkfield mode evidences that
intracrystalline matrix is highly crystallized and responds like a ‘single crystal’. The organic matrix is continuous
inside the tablet, mineral phase is thus finely divided but behaves in the same time as a single crystal. It is
proposed that each tablet results from the coherent aggregation of nanograins keeping strictly the same
crystallographic orientation thanks to an hetero-epitaxy mechanism.
1. Introduction
Structure of nacre is already well documented till the works of Wada, 1961, Wise, 1970, Grégoire, 1972 and
Mutvei, 1979. A long tradition of structural analysis is existing in this field, often conducted by electron
microscopy. Grégoire et al. already used this technique in 1955 to evidence the interlaminar sheet of organic
matter. Bevelander and Nakahara, 1969, later brought decisive insights to establish the compartment theory.
Erben and Watanabe, 1974 meanwhile discussed some aspect of this theory. Concomitantly, Mutvei, 1969, 1970
and 1979 also cleverly played with preparation procedures to highlight certain fine details related to biocrystal
growth. Very recently, the sophisticated method of cryo-TEM was employed to cross-check the fine structure
usually observed by dehydration and staining techniques with the same matrix but hydrated and vitrified at low
temperature (Levy-Kalisman et al., 2001). The composite structure was also studied, particularly the role of the
organic matrix by a bio-chemistry approach (Weiner and Straub, 1980; idem, 1984; Weiner and Addadi, 1991;
Mann, 1989; Mann et al., 1984; Falini et al., 1996; Belcher et al., 1996; Feng et al., 1999; Thompson et al.,
2000). It resulted in different models proposed by Schäffer et al., 1997 or Levi-Kalisman et al. 2001).
In a recent paper (Rousseau et al., 2005) we arrived to the conclusion that mineralization of the compartment
follows a Voronoi tiling model. Here, we propose to study the structure of the organic matrix using techniques
such as darkfield TEM or intermittent-contact atomic force microscopy coupled with phase imaging (AFM in
taping mode).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
The microscope used was a Dimension 3000 connected to an electronic controller, the
Nanoscope IIIa™ produced by Digital Instruments (USA). The spatial and vertical
resolutions are less than 1 nm and the field is between 100nm and 100µm. The images
recorded in this work were taken at high resolution (512 X 512 pixels) by using an
intermittent-contact mode (called Tapping Mode™) coupled with phase detection imaging
(PDI). The tapping-mode makes it possible to minimize the interactions between the probe
and the surface during acquisition and considerably improves the resolution compared to the
contact mode (Aimé et al., 2001). This PDI mode, in addition to the topographic images,
provides a map characterizing the variations of the mechanical properties of the scanned
surface in the present work (Magonov et al., 1997). The probe is in SiNi with a round tip of
between 5 and 10 nm. The work frequency, the stiffness and the amplitude of cantilever were
respectively: 270 kHz, 42 N.m-1 and 25 nm. The scanning rate was 1.2µm.s-1. Data were
collected in air and at room temperature after polishing parallel to the nacre surface.

Fig.3. AFM images of the polished surface of nacre tablets in tappingmode (polished with tablets flat-on) : a) Topography of the surface
(Height) b) Picture in Phase Contrast showing the foam-like structure
of the intracrystalline organic matrix.

2.2. Transmission electron microscopy
Two types of samples were selected: (i) nacre cut from the recent shell of Pinctada maxima; and (ii) from old
and dry nacre from collections. First, a mechanical thinning was obtained on small slides, 3mm in diameter. At a
thickness of about 80µm, both sides were polished and then glued on to a single-hole copper grid. Ion milling
was then performed using a Gatan DuoMill at room temperature. Thinning was continued until electron
transparency was obtained. Artifacts due to sampling appeared to be reduced and limited to the edge of the hole.
For beam stability reasons, the old nacre was preferred for the preparation of high resolution images.
Numerous TEM studies have been carried out on nacre over the last 50 years. Both traditional sample
preparations of ultramicrotomy or ion-beam milling have been used. Both techniques are known to introduce
specific artifacts. Ultramicrotomy generally breaks the samples, producing splinters. Within each splinter the
structures remain, enabling full analysis (Gunnison et al., 1992). In this case the interfaces are destroyed. It is
hard to work on the interlaminar matrix with this technique. Ion beam milling carries the danger of carbonization
of the organic matrix. Using thermal gravimetric analysis, we have measured that nacre can in fact sustain

temperatures as high as 230°C without any mass change under air. Several groups have used this technique
initiated by Towe and Hamilton, 1968, in this field. Aksay’s group in particular, fully discussed this point,
reaching the conclusion that radiolysis is probably very minor (Sarikaya et al., 1995).
Observations were conducted in a Philips CM30ST at 300kV with a point resolution of δ=0.2nm. Darkfield
technique was performed using an objective opening of 2.15nm-1. Once the stage is tilted in order to get parallel
to the axes, the beam is tilted near the transmitted spot avoiding any mineral reflection. In these conditions the
contrast is provided by the crystallized organic matrix (mineral spots are eliminated by the small objective
aperture).

Fig. 4. AFM picture in Phase Contrast (1x1µm²).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nanostructure of the platelet by AFM
In Tapping ModeTM coupled with phase detection imaging, two types of determination are simultaneously
obtained : a Height Map (Fig. 1a) enabling monitoring of the flatness of the sample (polished parallel to tablets)
and the Phase Contrast Map (Fig. 1b) is enabling the detection of variations in composition, adhesion, friction,
viscoelasticity or other properties, including the detection of the different composite components (Magonov et
al., 1999). Technically, the images in Figs. 1b and 2 are obtained by measuring the phase difference between the
excitation signal and the cantilever response. This information can be related to the dissipation of energy during
the interaction of the tip onto the surface. These data are related to local variations of the material. The resulting
phase contrasts are often difficult to interpret because of the complex interactions of chemical and physical
effects (Cleveland et al., 1998; Tamayo and Garcia, 1998). Here, the interactions can be related to the drastic
difference of the elastic properties of the intracrystalline organic matrix regarding those of the mineral phase.
The NiSi tip of the AFM is chemically non-reactive : chemical interactions with the sample are more than likely
negligible with respect to the contrast expected with the elastic modulus variations between mineral and organic
phases (Lafon et al., 2000).

It has long been demonstrated that intracrystalline matrix is present within the tablets
(Schmidt, 1924) and located at the micrometer scale (Mutvei, 1970; Mutvei, 1979) but its
relationship with the mineral has never been shown at the nanometer scale.
Mineral nanograins can be evidenced in Figures 1a and b. They are surrounded by an organic phase, evidenced
by means of the strong elastic modulus contrast between proteins and aragonite. Figure 2 is another phasecontrast picture recorded on a wider field of 1 x 1µm2. The organic matrix is organized as in the form of "foam"
with very thin walls and closed cells. The mineral nanograins are thus encapsulated inside the organic framework
(vesicle). Post processing treatment was applied to the different images (grain analysis using the software

SPIP™ by Image Metrology ApS). This makes it possible to determine the morphology (size and shape) of the
nanocrystals. A mean nanograin size of 44nm (+23) was found. The tablet responds as a single-crystal by
electron diffraction (not shown here; see e.g. Liu et al., 1992). Tablet is in fact made up of a coherent
aggregation of nanograins.
Finally, figures 1b and 2 clearly show that the organic framework is continuous within the tablet; nothing
evidences that the mineral is also continuous.
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Fig. 2. Darkfield TEM image of nacre evidencing the crystalline structure of the
organic matrix (bar is 100nm) . Organic matter is in contrast when under Bragg
conditions whilst the mineral phase remains systematically extinguished.

3.2. Continuity of the organic framework in the tablet (TEM)
Chitin or proteins have ordered structures which diffract (Nakahara et al., 1982; Weiner et al., 1983). Their
diffusion coefficient and preferred orientation are supposed to be weaker, compared to those of the mineral
lattice. The contrast related to the organic and mineral phases is anyway difficult to distinguish in most cases. By
using filtering in the reciprocal space, known as darkfield TEM, it is possible to select one of the spatial
frequencies (s=λ/θ) related to the organic matrix by means of a small objective aperture and have it in contrast,
despite the presence of the mineral phase which remains extinguished. That is the way the organic framework
can be studied, in situ.

Figure 3 is a darkfield image obtained by filtering the reciprocal space with a very small
objective aperture, avoiding the aragonite spots. Thus, only the organic matrix is in contrast
(part of it only). First, the highest contrast comes from the organic matrix of the interlaminar
region.
Second and most importantly, this technique evidences the presence of the intracrystalline organic matrix in a
different way as compared to AFM. In each tablet, the intracrystalline matrix is seen to diffract under the form of
tinny spots : all the spots get in contrast together in the tablet. The variation of the contrast from one tablet to the
other in Fig. 3 suggests that the intracrystalline organic matrix reacts as a ‘single crystal’ network. If the
organic matrix is oriented under the Bragg angle it brightens all over the tablet (case of tablet A). If it is just
slightly misoriented, only a faint contrast appears (tablet B). This is related to a Bragg tolerance phenomenon
classically observed in the case of small coherent domains such as these. In other tablets (as C) the
intracrystalline organic network is extinguished because not selected in this direction or not under the Bragg
angle. It is to note that distortions appear in tablet A. Are they related to sampling artefacts or real? More work is
needed in this sense.
Finally, the relationships between the intracrystalline and interlaminar matrix are worthy of note. The
interlaminar matrix brightens substantially when the intracrystalline matrix also brightens. If the neighbor is also
in contrast, both sides of the interlaminar sandwich are bright (single arrows), but only one side is bright if the
neighbor is extinguished (double arrow). When the two neighbors are extinguished, the interlaminar matrix is
also extinguished or faintly in contrast (triple arrow). The median layer of the interlaminar sequence is formed

by a porous layer appearing as a succession of bridges in cross section (studied by TEM high resolution in next
part) and imaged flat-on by SEM (Fig. 8) in a previous work (Rousseau et al., 2005).

4. Concluding remarks
1. The tablet of nacre, the biocrystal, does diffract as a single crystal but is made up of a
continuous organic matrix (intracrystalline organic matrix) which breaks the mineral up
into coherent nanograins (~45nm mean size).
2. The single crystal-like orientation of the tablet is supposedly provided by the
heteroepitaxy of the intracrystalline matrix. This is a strong hypothesis since in the same
time, this intracrystalline matrix appears well crystallized and diffracts as a “single
crystal”.
3. Finally, this work provides an interesting hypothesis to explain why the tablets are first
growing with a cylindrical shape and then turning polygonal when contacting each other
(Rousseau et al., 2005). The existence of nanograins encapsulated in an organic vesicle
raises the hypothesis of an aggregation-like control of the extension of the tablet by the
organic template and not directly by the atomic forces.
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